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The Edmonton Stamp
Club
The Edmonton Stamp Club dates back to

1912.  The Club is Life Chapter #6 of the Royal 
Philatelic Society of Canada and Chapter #680
of the American Philatelic Society. 

The editor welcomes communications of all kinds–letters, comment
and articles.  These may be forwarded to Box 399, Edmonton, Alberta 

T5J 2J6 or ameech@telusplanet.net.  �
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Summer Auction, 30 July 2012
Richard Barnes reports that he is proceeding apace with arrangements

for the summer auction and that lots are rolling in from vendors. After
his experiences in preparing for the last summer auction, he would like
to make some changes to how people submit lots for sale. He had to
spend many hours correcting the descriptions that vendors appended to
their lots, and would like those submitting lots to be much more careful
in future.
C Priority will be given to members’ lots over estate lots. The

proportion of estate lots will be reduced from about ½ of the total to
about a of the total.

C Defining “mint never hinged”. If you submit a set of stamps
described as MNH, then each and every stamp must be in that
condition. If even one stamp has been hinged, then the description
cannot be MNH. If there is any gum disturbance of any kind, then
MNH is not applicable; instead, use M.

C Use of catalogue numbers. If you use catalogue numbers separated
by a dash, such as 186-196, then you imlply that this is a complete
run of stamps between 186 and 196. If there is a stamp, or stamps,
missing between the two numbers, then you should use the “swung
dash” mark - between the two numbers, or list the missing numbers,
or use two slash marks // to indicate discontinuity. 

C The total number of lots in the sale will be reduced from 350 lots to
300 lots.

C Submissions from vendors will be received until the club meeting of
May 28, and not thereafter.  �

Richard Barnes

REGULAR PUBLIC AUCTIONS

WANTED IMMEDIATELY:

Single items ! CANADA, USA, Worldwide and foreign mint or used
better single sets, errors, etc.

Covers ! CANADA and Worldwide individual covers, collections
and accumulations including Postal History, unusual
items including pre-1925 picture postcards.

Collections ! CANADA, USA, Foreign country collections and
general Worldwide topical, etc.

Accumulations ! Collection remainders, odds and ends, sheets,
Wholesale dealer stocks, quantity lots, postage, PERFINS, 

Cinderellas, etc.

Above items required immediately for outright purchase or inquire about
our attractive consignment details.  Illustrated catalogues upon request.
Want lists filled.           

NEXT AUCTION:   12   MAY 2012

Commercial Room (Downstairs), Chateau Louis Hotel
11727 Kingsway Avenue

Viewing: May 11 (Friday), 12:00 noon - 8:00 pm
May 12 (Saturday), 8:00 am - 11:30 am

Auction at  12:00 noon sharp, Saturday, May 12
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The Theory of Philatelic Absorption
I have three stamp exchanges that I have to reply to this weekend. I find

that I am having to work to find 300/500 different world to put in with
my replies. How can thsi happen? Ten years ago I had apple crates of
stamps stacked in the basement and I was scratching my head for ways
to dispose of my surplus stamps. I am fortunate to have the outlets
available to Edmonton Stamp Club members: meetings, silent auctions,
circuit books and the summer auction. There are also the auctions
belonging to the various philatelic societies around the world of which I
am a member. In addition, I have used commercial stamp auctions
available here and in the U.K.

I have enjoyed pleasant success with stamp exchanges I developed
after placing ads in various philatelic publications. By 2010 I was out of
the basement but still walking around a couple of apple crates of surplus
stamps on the floor of my stamp room. Now I am wondering how I will
be able to continue my stamp exchanges.

What happened? The Theory of Philatelic Absorption happened.
John L. Leszalk developed this theory. He states, “No matter how great
the quantity, sooner or later, time will allow philately to absorb it all.”
He adds a caveat, “everything will be absorbed eventually. It just takes a
lot of work.”

The editorial by John Leszalk is in Mekeels for January 10, 1997
(Volume 1890, #2) explains the Theory of Philatelic Absorption.  �

Richard Barnes

KENSINGTON STAMPS & COINS
12912 - 127 Street, Edmonton AB T5L 1A9

Buy • Sell • Trade

Stocking stamps, stamp supplies, covers, 
postcards, postage, etc.; also coins,

coin supplies and bullion.

Open Tuesday to Saturday, 10 am - 5:30 pm  F 780-451-4577
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Sunshine & Roses: Registration Markings in Alberta

Part 2: The Registration Box 
by R. Parama

In Part 1, I explained that the registration box came into its own from

1923 and for the first few years the words “ORIGINAL No.” normally
appeared in the lower right rectangle of the box. This seemed to have
problems with the larger post offices in Alberta. The problem was that
the larger offices were equipped with special mechanical stamps to put a
serial number in the box. It was difficult to align the number of the
stamp with the small space allocated in the rectangular box. Often the
strike of the mechanical device on the registered box resulted in a
number overlapping the outline of the box, making it difficult to read.
The clerks found a quick solution. They took a pen knife and cut away
the bottom bar of the rubber registration box so that it did not matter if
the mechanical serial number was struck a bit off the mark. Literally
dozens of registration boxes were issued to the Edmonton post office 

PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS

COLIN PRESIZNIUK  †  ASSOCIATES
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANTS

www.accountantsgca.com

Over 25 Years Experience in Auditing, Tax & Business Counselling 

For Personal and Corporate Tax, Not for Profit Charities & Small

Business

An Association of Independent Professional Accountants

UNTO  THE  LORD

Northside (Head Office)

Colin Presizniuk MBA, CGA, FCCI, TEP

Brian Anderson, B.COM, CA

 Rami Alherbawi, BSc, CGA

Luu Ho, BSc, BCom, CGA

#107, White Oaks Square, 12222 - 137 Avenue, Edmonton, AB T5L 4X5
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and nearly all were trimmed in this manner. In some cases the trimming
was a bit irregular and it is even possible to differentiate some of the
devices by the characteristic cut. An example of a trimmed rectangular
box from Edmonton is shown in Figure 1.

Incidentally, when the mechanical numbering hand stamp was struck a
second time, the serial number repeated and thus the clerk could also
stamp the number in the record book. 

Figure 1. Edmonton Registered cover showing the modification. The box

was struck in violet and the number struck in blue. 
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The number would automatically advance to the next serial number only
after the third strike, etc.

By 1930s the Post Office Department issued rectangular boxes in a
wider size and eliminated the word “ORIGINAL”. The clerk’s
modifications were no longer needed.

The cover shown in Figure 1 has a lot going for it. It is an example
of the proper single usage of the 20 cent Admiral stamp, paying the 10
cent UPU rate to Germany plus 10 cent registration fee. The late Alan
Steinhart called this the classic usage of the 20 cent Admiral. In fact this
very cover was illustrated in his book on Admiral postage rates. The
stamp itself is cancelled by a large oval “R” in violet. Such examples
were common in the 1920's; my conjecture is these large handstamps
were issued after parcel post was re-introduced in Canada in mid-
February 1914 and as the old small oval “R” handstamps became worn,
the larger post offices used the parcel devices. Some older members may
recognize the addresser, F. R. Surrey. Surrey was one of the early stamp
dealers in Edmonton. Many of his covers have been repatriated by
Admiral collectors as Surrey corresponded far and wide around the
world, as this cover attests. Finally, one more feature is one of the
Germany postmarks on the back (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2.  The back of the cover shown as Figure 1. 
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It is an airmail post mark; and apparently International air mail, which if
so would be very early. It is hoped that one of our readers can shed some
light on this postmark and why would it appear on what seems to be
surface mail.  �

Puzzling Post Marks Time-Wise
Here is another example

of the modern-day multiple
cancellations that bedevil
the postmark collector.
However, these cancels
present an interesting focus.
The letter was posted in
Acadia Valley, a rural
locality in Southern Alberta
near the Saskatchewan border. The first cancel, Nov. 7 /08, was ath

POCON (58032). The second, Nov. 10th/08 was made by a closed circle
hammer apparently still in use. The third, Nov. 11th/08 is a spray cancel
likely from the mail processing plant in Calgary. (The reproduction here
likely obscures what closer inspection reveals.)

One wonders how this peculiar chain of cancelling events unfolded.
� Barry Jonas
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Polish Forces in the Middle East
A couple of times a year I am shown and asked about some Polish

stamps that are not found in the Scott catalogue. These are the “Polish
Forces in the Middle East” stamps (Fig 1). World War II started in 1939
with the German/Soviet invasion of Poland. The country was partitioned
between Germany and the USSR (similar to the Allied partition of
Germany in 1945). Many Poles immediately after the conquest of
Poland escaped to England and France so they continue their fight
against Germany.

Russia interned all the surrendering Polish army and many civilians
(with their families) who were considered potential dissidents. The

officers were separated from the other
ranks, allowing the Soviets to commit
the first mass massacres that occurred in
conjunction with World War II (at Katyn
Wood, Kalinin and Kharkiv). Germany
turned on her Bolshevik ally and invaded
Russia in 1941. Stalin was worried that
Great Britain would not be able to
protect Middle Eastern oil from the
German/Italian advance across North
Africa, and so was receptive to
Churchill’s idea of releasing some
389,041 Poles (soldiers, civilians and
children) so they could be equipped by
the British and used in the Middle East.

About 115,000 sick and starving souls survived to make it to Iran and
British protection. These people made the basis for the Polish Forces in
the Middle East.

The only uncontested fact about the Polish forces in the Middle East
and Western Europe is their outstanding battle record. Everything else is
tainted by the politics between the Allies, the USSR and everyone else.
Between 1941 and 1945, stamps were produced in England for the
Polish Government in Exile. Polish forces in the Middle East remained
in various British locations around the Mediterranean Sea until 1947,
when they were disbanded.

1946 saw the printing of 29 regular stamps, three airmail stamps and
five souvenir sheets. The first 17 regular stamps were valued in Polish
groszy and zloty. The remainder showed their values in Italian lire.

Figure 1. Souvenir sheet for

Polish Forces in the Middle

East.
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Some reference material states that these stamps were printed in Italy
while another says that they were printed in Cairo, Egypt. The Italian
Sassone catalogue states that these stamps were valid in 30 post offices
around the Mediterranean. Robert E. Lana, in an article in Linn’s Stamp
News, “History of the polish Army Postal service–Middle East and
Italy” quotes Ryszard Wager to the effect that these stamps were not true
postage stamps (but were what I call Cinderellas).
 

When the communist Polish state was
created, the previously existing Polish
government-in-exile was no longer
recognized by the United Kingdom, U.S.A.,
or any other country. Nevertheless, they

continued to exist in the United Kingdom as an anti-communist group. 
In 1952 they reissued the Polish Forces in the Middle East stamps

and souvenir sheets with an overprint on them. I have seen the same
stamp overprinted with identical overprints  in both black and red. The
overprints I have seen are in English (Fig. 2), French and I assume
Polish (Fig. 3). These overprints are definitely cinderellas/phantoms.
The overprinted versions of these stamps and the types you are most
likely to come across.  �

Richard Barnes

Figure 2. Reprinted

stamp, overprinted in

English. 

Figure 3.  Reprinted, and

overprinted in Polish. 

FREE to a good home: 4-drawer vertical filing cabinet now surplus to
needs. Not office quality but adequate for home use, and free.
Contact Alan Meech, 780-466-9967.
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Greetings, Philatelists!
Happy New Year to all who receive this Bulletin! Winter has finally

arrived and dictates that the snow-shovelling takes precedence over
stamp-sorting. Complaining is easy to do, but I find nothing more
relaxing than a table full of stamps in front of a window showcasing a
snowy winter scene. It has to do with, “I’ve done the work. Now I can
play and enjoy the scenery.” I hope that this New Year will find many
similar moments of peace and contentment for you and your collection.
May 2012 bring you and your loved ones joy and happiness.

Speaking of joyful stories, I have been given permission to share this
one with you. Colin Presizniuk, who helps his club graciously by taking
care of our annual financial audit, decided to pay his annual club dues,
not only for the current year, but also for the nineteen years after this
one. Yes, with one fell swoop. Colin entrusted our club with twenty
years of membership dues in advance. He explains it as a way of helping
his club. It is heartwarming to be entrusted with this amount of faith.
The Board granted him a Life Membership and we truly thank him and
wish many years of collecting to come.

Our club is commemorating its 100  birthday this year and isth

celebrating by hosting the Royal 2012 Royale in June. It promises to be
a busy year for the Edmonton Stamp Club and with the members’
support we can celebrate in style. Hopefully you will find a way to
partake in the festivities. We have been preparing for this for a few years
now and with the assistance of many, we are well on the way to hosting
a birthday party that will truly be memorable. There are still chores to
take care of but members have approached me with offers of help so I
foresee that the party will be a grand one. Stay tuned for more details as
they are rolled out, and make sure that your stamps get some attention as
well. I hope to see you at the meetings and wish you happy stamping
until then.  �

President Pete

Royal 2012 Royale,
annual convention of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada

hosted by the Edmonton Stamp Club
June 1, 2, 3 of 2012

Fantasyland Hotel Conference Centre, West Edmonton Mall
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Double Mystery
Here’s the philatelic mystery. What is this
lovely Batavia [Jakarta] - Amsterdam cancel
doing atop a British Straits Settlements stamp
of the reign of King George V?  Do you have
any suggestions? 

Here’s the editorial mystery: who loaned
this to me for publication as a question in the
Bulletin?  My apologies to the owner.  – Ed.

Junior Stamp Club, Winter 2012
Where: Londonderry Library, 110 Londonderry Mall

137 Ave & 66 Street, Edmonton, tel. 780-496-1817
When: 10:00 am - 10: 30 am, trading time; 10:30 am - 11:00 am,

Program; 11:00 am - 11:30 am, questions and trading.
Programs:

Jan 7  Seek and You May Find
Jan 21 Exhibiting as a Junior, with Kelly
Feb 4 One page exhibits
Feb 25 Ooops! Errors, with Joe
Mar 10 Covers????
Mar 24 Postal history, with John Bucci
Mar 31 Deltiology (post cards)

For further information on the junior club and the Edmonton Stamp
Club, phone Linda at 780-913-1244 or visit the club web site at
www.edmontonstampclub.com . 

Stamp Club Program Roster
Jan 09 Lowell Eckert “Back of the book”
Jan 23 Rob Schutte “Map stamps”
Feb 06 all members Stamp design contest judging
Feb 27 Barend Wissink “Tickle trunk”
Mar 12 Ernie Carlson “Tin Cans”

If you have a hankering to tell your fellow collectors something about
what you collect and why, please get in touch with Keith Spencer, our
program chair, at 780-437-1787.  �
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Museum of Communications Card
On the cover of this

issue is the face of a
postcard from the
Museum of
Communications in
St. Petersberg. This is
the franking, showing
(if you look carefully)
the special cancellation applied by the Museum. Note the fact that
Canada Post let this come through our system unscathed by ink jet or
other forms of disfigurement. Jürgen Stowasser, who lives in Saskatoon
but travels extensively, sent this for use in the Bulletin, and so we thank
him for his efforts.  �

Coming Events 2012
May 5-6 ORAPEX, Ottawa’s National Level Stamp Show, RA Curling

Rink, 2451 Riverside Drive. Exhibitors contact Brian Watson

at brian150@sympatico.ca ; general information from Robert

Pinet, (613) 745-2788 or pinet.robert@gmail.com .

May 11-13 PIPEX (Pacific International Philately Exhibition), Portland,

Oregon, Doubletree by Hilton Portland. 38 dealers, bourse

sold out. Show auction by Harmer-Schau, free admission.

Convening societies, Women Exhibitors and Society of

Australasian Specialists. See www.pipexshow.org .

Jun 1-3 Royal 2012 Royale, Fantasyland Hotel Conference Centre,

West Edmonton Mall, hosted by Edmonton Stamp Club.

Dealers contact Ed Dykstra at (780) 421-0930; for registration

contact Nino Chiovelli at nchiovel@shaw.ca, exhibitors

contact Kelly Liusz Moser at liuszmoser.gmail.com or David

Piercey, Chair, at (780) 437-2771 or dpiercey@telus.net .

Aug 31-

Sep 2

BNAPEX 2012 CALTAPEX, Hyatt Regency Hotel, contact

Jim Taylor at (403) 238-3698 or see

www.calgaryphilatelicsociety.com
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WEST  EDMONTON  COIN  AND  STAMP
West Edmonton Mall

We have a great selection of supplies, catalogues, supplements and
reference material. We also have a large selection of world wide
postcards, covers and first day covers, and an extensive selection
of mint and used stamps from A to Z. There are always new finds
in our 5¢ boxes.

We buy and sell stamps, coins, gold, silver and other collectibles.
See our friendly and knowledgeable staff to meet your collecting
needs. We also do mail orders.

10% discount on regular priced supplies to E.S.C. members.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Continuing special –  50% off all covers!
We are Direct Distributors for the Royal Canadian Mint

Fax. 780-486-5243   Tel. 780-444-1156

2012 Meeting Dates
The Edmonton Stamp Club meets Mondays at 6:30 p.m. in the cafeteria of St.

Joseph High School, 10830 - 109 Street. Park to the north of the school and use

the western entrance on the north facade.  For information about the regular club

call 437-1787 or 451-0520; for junior clubs, phone 996-2400.

2012: Jan 9 & 23, Feb 6 & 27, Mar 12, Apr 2 & 16 & 30, 

May 14 & 28, Jun 11; Summer Meeting, 30 July 2012

Edmonton Stamp Club hosts

Royal*2012*Royale, June 1, 2, 3 

at Fantasyland Conference Centre, West Edmonton Mall

Edmonton BNAPS (British North America Philatelic Society) meets monthly.  All

BNAPSers welcome. For information contact David Piercey at 437-2771 or

Steven Friedenthal at 458-1233.
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